The integration of genetics and the social sciences will lead to a more complex understanding of the articulation between social and biological processes, although the empirical difficulties inherent in this integration are large.
One key challenge is the implications of moving "outside the lab" and away from the experimental tools available for research with model organisms. Social science research methods used to examine human behavior in nonexperimental, real-world settings to date have not been fully taken advantage of during this disciplinary integration, especially in the form of gene-environment interaction research.
This article outlines and providesexamplesofseveral prominent research designs that should be used in geneenvironment research and highlights a key benefit to geneticists of working with socialscientists. ( 
SINCE THE PUBLICATION IN
Science of empirical evidence of gene---environment (G·E) interaction, there has been growing interesting in integrating biological and social science approaches, data, and models. The original results by Caspi et al. 1 suggested an important, genetic source of heterogeneity in responses to early life insults, attempting to partially answer the question of why some individuals are resilient to stressors, whereas others experience deleterious psychological sequelae. Although these studies created substantial interest in potential gene-by-environment interactions, they also needed to be replicated and extended by other researchers using alternative data. There are now competing meta-analyses suggesting either that the original results linking differential response to stress by the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT) is robust 2 or lacks consistent supporting replication. The discussion generated by this line of research in the biological and social science communities has been valuable in highlighting the shortcoming of the research design by Caspi et al. A key concern that has been the subject of much debate is whether the study (and studies like it) is adequately powered. 4, 5 We point to another concern that is the subject of less inquiry. Even with highly powered studies (many current collaborative groups have amassed data sets that include tens of thousands of individuals), an important conceptual (and statistical) issue is the likelihood that the measured environments may be correlated with unmeasured genetic variation, and thus, may be acting as proxy for a gene-by-gene interaction rather than a G·E interaction. As sample sizes continue to get larger, a shift in focus should be from the statistical issue of power to the conceptual issue of modeling interactions between variables that are not themselves correlated (gene---environment correlation [rGE] ). Although for studies aiming to detect main effects of genotypes, approaches that try to control for population stratification-such as genomic control, 6 principal components, 7 or family-based analysis 8 -may be adequate to account for rGE, when trying to model G·E interaction effects, the added burden of obtaining exogenous environmental variation is present, lest models become misspecified. In light of this uncertainty, many researchers have turned to examinations of model organisms to be able to control-through random assignment-the environment as well as the genotype of animal subjects. Because human research focusing on genetic and environmental interactions will be unable to use truly experimental research designs in the near future, this leaves G·E research in a precarious position. On the one hand, results from animal models, where both the genetic and environmental contributions of phenotype can be experimentally altered, will no doubt continue to be used to suggest likely mechanisms involved in similar human phenotypes. However, it is often difficult for social scientists, and others, to fully disregard the difficulty in translating results from animal models to human populations. On the other hand, research on humans often has little leverage in experimentally altering genotype and social environment (outside of laboratories) to facilitate causal inference in G·E research. Although there is active involvement in enrolling individuals in randomized controlled trials and examining genetic heterogeneity of causal effects, this is only a small area of, typically pharmacological, research and likely does not have the capacity to answer many important G·E questions of broader relevance to public health. Because many public health interventions occur on a large scale, such as state soda taxation, federal alcohol access policies (e.g., the minimum legal drinking age of 21 years), and federal guidelines for clinical care, only large epidemiological and social science data and methods, combined with genetic and biomarker measures, will be able to examine issues related to broad public health questions.
In this essay, we suggest a way forward in G·E research in humans, which is for social scientists to utilize their training in methods of causal inference using nonexperimental data and collaborate with biological and genetic scientists to leverage the large advances in social science data that now contain biomarkers and genotype measures. Such an approach represents a path forward that is truly interdisciplinary, where both sides bring important expertise to the table. Social scientists generally lack knowledge of biological functionality important in selecting credible gene targets for examination, whereas geneticists have not been trained in advanced econometric methods. The bread and butter of large sections of modern empirical economics, political science, and sociology is leveraging so-called "natural experiments" and institutional quirks that, under reasonable assumptions, can allow causal inference using observational data. We outline specific methods and examples in this essay and also suggest new approaches.
TAXONOMY OF USEFUL APPROACHES WITH EXAMPLES
There are multiple research designs aimed at causal inference that form the core empirical instruction for economists as well as many sociologists and epidemiologists. Rutter 9 outlines a large list, including growth curve analysis, propensity score matching, and a broad set of natural experiments, where he includes within-family (e.g., sibling or twin) comparisons, the use of genetic instrumental variables (leveraging "Mendelian randomization"), "special situations" such as the Dutch Famine, and regression discontinuity. Although many research designs are plausible candidates for use in G·E research, we suggest a hierarchy in their usefulness. From our perspective, the key focus when choosing appropriate methods should be isolating variation in an environmental exposure that is plausibly unconfounded by other characteristics (including and especially genotype). In this way, we seek to mimic the laboratory experiment used in model organisms, but instead use "quasi-natural experiments" on humans outside the laboratory. We suggest that a basic dichotomy is whether the analyst can pinpoint the source of variation in the environmental exposure. 15 for a seminal example of the approach in economics.) By contrast, we suggest that G·E research could be advanced in its ability to estimate causal effects though the broad incorporation of research designs that aim to leverage exogenous environmental variation: difference-indifferences, regression discontinuity designs, and a narrow set of natural experiments that focus on macro-level policy variation or institutional rules and quirks. We see opportunities both in adding a genetic component to a large set of already published investigations and incorporating these research designs into typical G·E studies.
The use of these designs would then be able to overcome some of the most pervasive empirical issues in G·E research: the issue of rGE, where the danger is that statistical interactions between genetic variants and environmental exposures may reflect differential risk of exposure (e.g., "genes selecting environments") rather than the genetic moderation of exogenous environmental exposures. Relatedly, there is the issue of environments acting as proxy for unmeasured genetic differences; therefore, G·E can sometimes reflect gene-by-gene interaction. Population stratification, when genotype and phenotype are both related to stratifying characteristics, such as race/ethnicity, may also confound analysis.
Example 1
A natural experiment design examining G·E interactions between stress and genotype in predicting depressive phenotypes. The question of whether genotype moderates the effects of stressful events in the determination of depressive phenotypes is an initial motivating question in this literature. The investigation by Caspi et al. linking the 5-HTT genotype as a moderator of life stress in predicting adult depression published in Science is one of the seminal works in the G·E area. 1 However, this study has also been the subject of wide debate. Although much of the debate focuses on measurement issues, a potentially severe limitation is the lack of experimental variation in the exposure. Without this type of variation, an alternative hypothesis that fits these data is that of rGE, where (parental) genotype selects exposure rather than moderates exposure. To reduce issues of rGE, Fletcher 16 18 have examined whether the impacts of the Great Recession on harsh parenting are moderated by the DRD2 genotype in a similar study design using maternal data from the Fragile Families Study. These methods have in common that they potentially sacrifice some external validity in the cause of internal validity. However, it remains plausible that stressors such as 9/11 and the Great Recession do generalize to other more quotidian forms of psychological hardship.
Example 2
Enhanced family designs are used to address concerns about population stratification in the G·E literature. Conley and Rauscher 19 provide an example of this by analyzing the same locus as Caspi et al.
1
-the long versus short promoter region variation in 5-HTT. They try to reproduce the Caspi findings on depression, but deploy a different environmental condition-prenatal nutrition as proxied by birth weight. These authors use both MZ (monozygotic or identical) and DZ (dizygotic or fraternal) twin differences in birth weight to predict depression (and other outcomes) using national data from Add Health. By deploying MZ twins, they are able to hold constant genetic differences that may influence both birth weight and the outcome of interest. They then examine whether the treatment effect of low birth weight varies across twin sets that are divergent on measured alleles.
However, because the strategy of using MZ twins leaves open the possibility that genetic loci across which they are stratifying are correlated with other unmeasured environmental or genetic differences because of population stratification, they also present estimates using intra-sibship comparisons among dizygotic twins. In this way, with the exception of other genes that may be linked to the gene in question through linkage disequilibrium during recombination, all other genes are orthogonal to the measured genetic difference. Linkage disequilibrium occurs when alleles at different loci do not recombine independently of each other and are not randomly distributed. In cases of high linkage disequilibrium, some allele combinations occur more frequently than others. However, in the DZ models, one cannot say that birth weight differences are exogenous to unmeasured genetic characteristics that vary between the twins. Thus, Conley and Rauscher 19 present findings that are robust to both these estimation strategies. They also show, in auxiliary analysis, that birth weight seems unaffected by these genes.
Using this cautious approach, Conley and Rauscher
19 find evidence of a G·E interaction effect that works in the opposite direction predicted by general understandings in the literature. They find that birth weight interacts in both DZ and MZ twin models, such that decreased birth weight (previously considered a risk factor) results in lower risk of depression, but only for those who have the "risky" serotonin transporter promoter region allele. Despite having focused, out of necessity, on a very different environmental stressor, these results should fuel debate and future research in social genetics and provide a methodological framework for moving that debate forward. Although such results lack a high degree of external validity (specifically with respect to previous work), they fit with the central methodological point that G·E interaction research must address both genetic and environmental endogeneity.
Example 3
Policy variation is another source of environmental variation that has been used in the social sciences to examine the determinants of important health phenotypes. This variation will have important uses in G·E interaction research, but is now in its infancy. In a seminal example of this type of research, Guo et al. 20 
CONCLUSIONS
Finally, we highlight opportunities that should be the subject of future research. One only needs to read a few articles in empirical social science journals to realize the vast potential to add a genetic component to an existing research question, as Fletcher 16 did with the Ford et al. 17 article.
For example, the regression discontinuity design has been used to examine the effects of access to alcohol, using the sharp discontinuity in the minimum legal drinking age laws, on other health outcomes, such as mortality, and risky behaviors, such as arrests and tobacco use. 22, 23 This design combined with the availability of genetic data in the Add Health sample could be used to examine whether there is genetic modification of the effects of access and to extend the findings in Guo et al. 20 More generally, because of the growing access to social science data sets that have collected DNA (Health and Retirement Study, Add Health, Fragile Families), one only needs to search for "Health and Retirement Study" and "natural experiment" or "Difference-in-Differences" to find studies that might be relevant for this added G·E direction. Except for the previously mentioned study by Lee et al., 18 all the examples come from Add Health data; this is to be expected, given that this is the social survey that has had genetic data for the longest time. Now that genetic markers are coming online for other important surveys, we do not expect this Add Health quasimonopoly on G·E research in public health and behavioral science to continue. This plethora of opportunities may be overwhelming, and they raise a new set of issues for both disciplinary and interdisciplinary research. First, for disciplinary social scientists, there are limited training opportunities to gain expertise in this new area of research, and there are few individuals with joint expertise in the biological and social sciences. This general lack of experience with the genetics and biology literatures likely will lead to predictable problems regarding the selection of candidate polymorphisms and associated misspecified and implausible models and findings. A longer term solution likely will require greater opportunities of interdisciplinary training programs. A short-term solution would be to team up with geneticists and biologists, although few may be interested in examining social science and public health problems. However, this lack of interest may also be changing. We think that a considerable nudge could be made through the demonstration of these research designs (for which biologists and genetics have limited expertise) to address G·E questions.
This research direction has the promise of increasing our understanding of both why certain environments affect some people but not others and the functioning of specific genes in determining important health phenotypes. j
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